GOOD MORNING VAL DI FASSA
TODAY

Suggestions and tips for your holiday. Edited by Apt Val di Fassa

TOMORROW

08/02/2015

HIGHLIGHTS

GRIES VILLAGE FEAST

Glimpse of Gries di Canazei

Today in the valley
RECREATION OF A GREAT WAR CAMP
PIAZ DE RAMON – MOENA WHOLE DAY

In the village centre, recreation of a typical military encampment of
the First World War with actors in ancient costume.

“FESTA TA MONT” LAST ACT
VAL SAN NICOLÒ - POZZA FROM 11 A.M.

After the Mass at Mesaselva, the feast starts again with local
specialties and songs of the Valsella choir at 2 p.m. and at 4 p.m.
cultural meeting “La Grande Guerra sul fronte dolomitico” (the Great
war on the Dolomites frontline).

“DANIELE E GIANNI” BALLROOM
PIAZ DE VICH - VIGO 9 P.M.

Presentation of the weekly programme of events with music
entertainment.

Testimony of the first feast dates back to August 5th, 1787. During that
period, the little church of Madonna della Neve (firstly built in 1570 and
recently restored) in Gries, hamlet of Canazei, became the destination
of many pilgrims due to the closing of the Pietralba (BZ) sanctuary
ordered by the emperor Josef II. Even after the re-opening of Pietralba,
the feast of Agust 5th has been maintained and is still celebrated. Today
starts at 10.30 a.m. with the holy mass in the square of Gries (in case of
bad weather at the parish church) followed by the parade with the brass
band “Mùsega Auta Fascia”, the folk group of Canazei and the carnival
characters of the group “Grop de la Mèscres de Cianacei e Gries”.
Afterwards, a delicious aperitivo with “grostoi” (traditional sweets) and,
at 12.30 p.m. lunch by the “Fassa Park” accompanied by traditional
dances and music entertainment.

Itineraries
FROM LA REZILA REFUGE TO MALGA COLVERE AND
FANGO
From Ronchi (over Moena), take the first segment of the cable car
to Lusia. Go down and walk towards the refuge La Rezila. From
here, ascend until you meet a crossroads and make for path n. 625.
Pass by Malga Colvere and proceed on the forest road till the
crossroads with path n. 634 (to be ignored). After few steps, at a
hairpin turn, leave that street and turn right downward the hollow.
You will arrive to a steep slope, and then to the lowest boundary of
Ciadinon. Go ahead passing a crossroads, and pass over the stream
Rif del Ciadinon. Come down through the wooden slopes, passing
by the ancient trenches of the Great War. Now take the forest road
which comes from Ronchi and, beyond the stream, ascend to the
main road towards Fango (1,40 h; 2 h) and go back to Ronchi along
the forest road.

The complete schedule of events is available in the tourist offices of the valley.

Initiatives for our guests
AUGUST 3 10 A.M. - CANAZEI

SKIING IN THE GREEN

WITH THE RIGHT GEAR ON THE GRASS WITH THE SKI INTRUCTOR.
ENROLMENTS: SPORT CHECK POINT (PAID ACTIVITY).
AUGUST 3 5 P.M. - VIGO

GEOLOGY ON THE DOLOMITES
GEOLOGY WORKSHOP FOR ADULTS TO LEARN EVERYTHING ABOUT
THE ROCKS OF VAL DI FASSA

Did you know that...
Among the protected areas of Trentino there is also the biotope of
Roncon, in the municipality of Vigo di Fassa at 1720 m. This is a
small peat bog (spreading for around ½ hectare in surface) that
lays on a small saddle, in an environmental context which is really
striking. A pile of sphagnum - that is peat moss, typical of humid
areas - characterizes the peat bog, which hosts rare vegetable
organisms. This biotope represents one of the few humid areas in
Val di Fassa and it is very important for the local amphibious, as it
is a perfect place for breeding.

AUGUST 4 9 A.M. - POZZA

ROPE, SNAP-HOOK AND FUN
INTRODUCTION TO CLIMBING FOR KIDS (7-14 YEARS OLD) WITH THE
ALPINE GUIDES

Initiatives reserved to guests with the Val di Fassa Card (ask your hotel/apartment) enrolments required by the previous day at the Tourist Offices .
Activities are reserved for guests of the associated structures of Val di Fassa Tourist Board
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